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Quickly arrest the attention of the viewer,
deliver a swift clear message, effectively
accomplish a goal, convince and persuade
the audience, and move them to action:
how does someone design a poster that
fosters all of these functions?
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Introduction
Functions
of Posters:
Arrest
Attention
Deliver Swift
Message
Effective
Convincing
Lead to
Action
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It is claimed that a poster has about three seconds
to catch the attention of a passer-by. The success of
that poster teeters on those few seconds. If it fails
to attract attention, then it is ineffective. However,
if it catches the interest of its viewer, then half of
the battle is won. Having caught attention, the
poster must next deliver a swift, effective, convincing
message, which then leads the viewer to a desired
thought or action. Quite an ambitious to-do list for
one poster, right?
Quickly arrest the attention of the viewer, deliver a
swift clear message, effectively accomplish a goal,
convince and persuade the audience, and move
them to action: how does someone design a poster
that fosters all of these functions? There are many
answers to this question. In fact, there are infinite
ways to solve the challenge. The truth is, it is up to

you as the designer to solve it, and that is where the
application of design theory comes in.
Design theory explains how to communicate visually.
It is broken down into four different components of
design: the design process, human-centered senses,
design elements, and design principles. The use of
these components is key to successful design.
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Design Process
Design
Process:
Define the
Problem

Any design will be more successful if backed by
strategy. The design process serves as a series of
guidelines that help the designer strategize how to
define goals, organize ideas, solve problems, think
creatively, and produce well-designed products.

Challenge the
Problem

The Design Process is meant to be messy!

Research

Deﬁne Problem

Ideate

Research

Challenge Problem

Prototyping
Production
Assess the
Outcome
Implement
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Ideate
Prototyping
Production

Assess Outcome

Implement

Define the Problem
Every design project starts with a problem, and it is
the designer’s task to solve it. It makes sense, then,
to first define the problem your client needs solved.
Once the problem is identified, the trick is to take
the correct measures to fix it. Sometimes, however,
the client will misaim their efforts in trying to solve
the wrong problem or solve a problem that they
don’t fully understand. Be weary of this because, as
a designer, it is your job to provide the client with a
solution to the correct problem. Be prepared to think
of the challenge in a different way than the client
presented it to you. Help them meet their goals, and
if their requests don’t line up with their goals, then it
is your job to define the goal and design whatever is
necessary to achieve it.
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Challenge the Problem
You’ve heard the client’s perspective of the problem
and now it is time to reframe your understanding of
it. Step back and examine the problem for yourself.
Strip the problem of any unnecessary frills and start
thinking of it in the most fundamental terms. You
know that the end goal of a poster is to “lead the
viewer to a desired thought or action.” That is a great
start. Now find out more by asking more specific
questions like:
What is the desired thought or action?
Whose thoughts or actions should be influenced?
Why do we want them to think or do this?
Why would the audience be interested in thinking or
doing this?
What message should be communicated to them?
What is important, interesting, or motivating about
the message?
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The answers to these questions should help start
you in the right direction as you begin thinking about
solutions to the problem. You may find that the client
wants the wrong “solution”. For example, they may
want a sale design, when really a branding design will
solve the problem. Clarify the problem with the client
and explain how you would like to target the goal of
the design. Once everyone is on the same page, start
looking for inspiration!
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Research
Now that you have defined the correct goal, gather
as much information as you can about the audience
as well as the message and how best to communicate
it. The more you understand the challenge, the better
you can tackle it. Research the content of the poster.
Consider ideas from other channels like magazines,
books, websites, clothing, bumper stickers… you
name it. Look for inspiration and design work that
communicates successfully. Check out creative
strategies used in various marketing campaigns, art
exhibitions, stores, etc. There are all kinds of great
design inspiration out there. Find ideas that make you
excited and think of ways you can apply those ideas
to your design.
Perhaps as you researched, you found a new direction
for your poster. Don’t be afraid to circle back to the
“challenge the problem” step and reframe your goal.
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Ideate
Start jotting down anything and everything that comes
to your mind as you brainstorm about the poster.
There are no bad ideas at this point. Let any idea
become a possibility. Have fun with it! Don’t set any
restrictions and don’t get stuck thinking behind red
tape, analysis or too much seriousness. Let nothing
inhibit your creative thinking process. Encourage wild
and extreme ideas from both the logical and creative
sides of the brain. You can judge the ideas later. In the
meantime, keep listing ideas and go for quantity.
When you have finished brainstorming, start matching
your ideas with the goal you are trying to achieve.
Recognize the pros and cons of each idea and then
mix and match your ideas until you have a few that
you would like to try.
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Prototyping
Now that you have chosen some ideas to start with,
get your content in order and start sketching. Begin
by sketching dozens of thumbnails (named because
the sketches are about the size of a thumbnail).
When some of these sketches start showing some
good potential, pick a few to sketch again in the size
of a fist print with more detail. Start working out any
fundamental design problems in the sketch. Then
select the design you want to use for the poster and
sketch it on a full sheet of paper. This sketch should
solve all of the design problems and foreshadow the
completed design of the poster. That way, when you
start producing the poster you won’t have to worry
about any problems left unsolved.
If none of the prototypes seem to suit your goal, go
back to the “Ideate” step and start again. Sometimes
you just have to go back to the drawing board.

14

Thumbnail

Fist Print
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Production
Choose the medium for the production of your
poster. Does it need to be weatherproof? Should it
be made by hand or produced on a computer? Use
your final sketch as your guide and enjoy producing
your flawless poster.

Assess the Outcome
Does your finished poster accomplish the goal you
want to achieve? Is it the solution to the problem?
If not, identify what is not working, and refine your
work.

Implement
Print and mount your poster. Record whether or not
your goal was met and implement what you learned
into your next project.
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Human-Centered Senses
The human-centered senses are human attributes
that enhance the human experience because they are
fueled by intrinsic motivation. By incorporating these
senses into your design, you can capture the emotion
of your audience and make the message meaningful
to them.

HumanCentered
Senses:
Design
Story

Design

Symphony

Incorporate both form and function into your work. It
is important to create something that is beautiful as
well as functional.

Empathy
Play

Story
Be persuasive with more than just a factual argument.
Communicate your message with a compelling
narrative.

Meaning
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Symphony
Just as a kettledrum collaborates with a piccolo in a
symphony, make differing visual concepts symphonize
together. Invent relationships between contrasting
ideas to create an interesting collaborative idea. This
will make your work original, fresh, and attractive.

Empathy
Use more than logic to understand how your audience
thinks, feels, and learns. Seek to deeply understand
the individual and to some extent, be able to share
in those feelings. Empathy is the key to designing for
your audience.
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Play
Humor and lightheartedness is good for the soul.
When the occasion is appropriate, add some play to
your design and make someone smile. Play lubricates
the creative gears and releases ideas that may have
been inhibited by too much seriousness.

Meaning
Add a greater purpose, transcendence, or spiritual
fulfillment to your piece. Because we live in a world
of abundance where quality has been democratized,
more and more people seek objects and ideas
endowed with meaning.
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Design Elements
Design
Elements:
Point
Line
Plane
Space
Color
Value
Texture
Type
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Design elements are the individual components of a
composition or design. They are the structure of the
work and can carry a wide variety of implications or
visual messages. It is important to understand these
elements before you apply them to your design.

Point
A point is one-dimensional and is the simplest element
of design. A single point on a page leads the brain
to seek for its meaning, order, or relationship with
anything else on the page including the edges of the
page itself. When points are grouped, the brain begins
to make shapes out of them. This phenomenon is
called Gestalt psychology.
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Line
A line is a path between two points which may be
curved, straight, horizontal, vertical, or diagonal. Lines
can vary in weight, length, direction, and texture. They
can serve as the edge of a shape and can even be
invisible. Although a line may not physically exist, the
mind has the ability to connect-the-dots between
points and draw lines for itself. This is called an implied
line, another example of Gestalt psychology.

As simple as a line may be, it can have versatile
psychological implications. For example:
Horizontal lines express a feeling of rest or calm.
This feeling comes from our understanding of our
relationship with gravity. For example, if I set a ball on
a horizontal surface, it will not roll anywhere. It will be
still and calm.
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Vertical lines illustrate strength and potential for
movement. Again, this relates to how we understand
gravity. For example, every time I stand up, I rely on
the strength of my bones and muscles to counter
gravity’s pull and then have the potential to walk, run,
or even fall. Vertical lines imply the same kind of
idea.
Diagonal lines are dynamic elements that strongly
suggest movement and direction. For instance,
if I place a ball on a diagonal slope, I not
only expect it to start rolling, I know
exactly in which direction it will
roll because of the angle of
the surface.
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Plane
Planes are made of a combination of points, lines,
and space, and can be categorized into two types
of shapes: organic, meaning irregular and often
asymmetrical; or geometric, indicating regularlynamed shapes like squares, circles, etc. Also, relating
again to Gestalt Theory, just as two points create an
implied line, three points create an implied triangle.
That said, keep in mind that planes can also be implied
or made of negative space.

Implied
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Organic

Geometric

Space
Space is either positive or negative. Positive space is
seen as a main element appearing to be in front of
the empty space that surrounds it. This empty space
is negative space.

Space
Negative Space

Positive Space
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Color
Color is one of the most expressive elements.
Understanding the different implications of color is
crucial to effective composition in design. Keep in mind
that archetypal color meanings vary between cultures.
The following is the Euro-American interpretation of
color meaning. Interestingly enough, the different
meanings of colors can contradict themselves.
is associated with blood, and with feelings that
are energetic, exciting, passionate, aggressive, or
violent.
Red

is the color of flesh, or the friendly warmth
of the hearth fire. This color suggests approachability,
informality, or warning.
Orange

Yellow is the color of sunshine. This color is optimistic,

upbeat, modern.
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suggests nature, life, stability, restfulness, or
naturalness. On the other hand, in some tones or
certain contexts (such as green skin), green might
instead suggest decay, toxicity, or artificiality.
Green

suggests coolness, distance, spirituality, or
perhaps reserved elegance. Some shade of blue is
flattering to almost anyone. It can also imply sadness,
passivity, alienation, or depression.
Blue

is the color of fantasy, playfulness, impulsive
behavoir, and dream states. But it can also suggest
nightmares, or madness.
Violet
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Value
Value is defined as the relative lightness or darkness
of a color. Dark areas tend to imply gloom, drama,
misery, heaviness, or obscurity while light values
tend to imply happiness, fun, comfort, lightness, or
closeness. Value is also an important element of
contrast. It helps us differentiate different elements
in a design.

Light to Dark
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Texture
Texture is defined as the surface characteristics of a
shape. Texture can be tactile and experienced through
touch, or visual and created as an illusion. Texture
qulaites include rough, smooth, soft, hard, glossy,
matte, etc.
Grainy Visual Texture

Smooth
Tactile Texture
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Type
Letters are shapes with assigned meanings. Type can
be broken into two very basic categories: serif and
sans serif. Serifs are small projecting features found
on many typefaces. A serif font (like Museo Slab) has
serifs, and a sans serif font (like Hattori Hanzo) does
not.
Serif

Museo Slab
Sans Serif

Hattori Hanzo
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Design Principles
The core design principles are contrast, relationship,
implied grid, and rhythm and unity. These principles
provide a foundation for effective usage of design
elements in a composition and supply a framework
for organizing information in a way that is natural and
easy for the brain to interpret.

Design
Principles:
Contrast
Implied Grid
Implied Grid

The key to successfully implement design principles
is, according to Robin Williams, “to be conscious of
where your eye goes on the poster.” Where is the
first place you look? What path do your eyes follow?
Where do you end up? Train yourself to notice how
your eye reacts to what it is seeing. Once you have
mastered this skill, you will be able to clearly recognize
effective and ineffective design practices.

Rhythm &
Unity
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Contrast			
Contrast is what makes items look clearly different
from each other via use of different sizes, shapes,
colors, values, etc. It is important that contrast be
clear and pronounced, otherwise elements will look
too similar and create conflict in the composition.
Well-defined contrast aids in organizing and attracting
attention to a design because the eye knows exactly
where to look first. A good way to see how well
contrast is working, is to look at a design through
squinted eyes. What sticks out? What blends in?
Some ways to use contrast:
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Shape

Size

Color

Value

Orientation

Space

is one of the most important design
principles. In order for a poster to capture attention,
its design needs to break down information into
accessible levels. This is done by creating hierarchies
by which emphasized elements are made to contrast
unmistakably with less prominent elements. Emphasis
is determined by contrast in visual weight, which
allows some information to look more important
than others.
Hierarchy

Important
Less Important
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is defined by the visual influence of
an element as it relates to other elements. A good
question to ask yourself is, “which element looks
heavier?” This will help you determine what has more
visual weight and therefore more emphasis. The
“heaviness” of an element depends on several factors
including size, color, value, compactness, complexity,
and contrast. Just because something is bigger, doesn’t
mean it is heaver, just like a large block of foam may
not be heavier than a fist-sized rock. Understanding
visual weight is key to developing a solid hierarchy in
your design.
Visual weight

Less Heavy
More Heavy
34

A couple guidelines that pertain to creating effective
hierarchy are the 55’′5’′5’’′rule and the something
big, something medium, something small rule. The
55’ 5’ 5’’ rule states that a poster should present
something interesting that can be seen from fifty-five
feet away, five feet away, and five inches away. This
idea is reinforced by the next rule. Speaking in terms
of visual weight (not necessarily size), there should be
something big on your poster, and something medium
(which is 50% of the weight of the big item), and
something small (which is 50% of the weight of the
medium item). The bottom line is to make it easy for
your audience to understand the rank of importance
of each piece of information on your poster.
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Implied Grid
It is important that there be a physical relationship
between the elements on a poster. An implied grid
assures that elements are aligned, negative space is
organized, elements are grouped properly, and that
the whole piece is balanced. These principles help
unify the poster and guide the onlooker’s eye through
the piece.
An implied grid is most commonly set up with vertical
and horizontal lines, however, it is not limited to just
that. Grids can be set up creatively too, with nonparallel, curved, angled, and abstract lines as well. The
idea is just to have the items on your poster lined up
in relation to some sort of grid. No matter how wild
and chaotic a well-designed piece may initially appear,
you can always find an implied grid.
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unifies the piece. Remember when we
discussed how two points automatically create an
implied line? Well, two elements of any kind, also
create implied lines. If objects are aligned, that invisible
line connects them in both the eye and the mind. It
communicates to the viewer that even though these
items may not be close to each other, they relate.
Alignment
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enhances that which it surrounds.
Good layouts are defined by how they distribute
negative space. It should be balanced, leave room to
breathe and room for the eye to rest. Intense and
uncomfortable moments in a design can be avoided
by just giving it some space, like margin.
Negative Space

Room to Breathe

(a lot of negative space)
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is simply the principle of grouping related
items together. This allows them to appear cohesive
and makes information instantly accessible to the
viewer. When related items are placed close together,
the viewer is given a visual cue to know how to
group and understand the information presented.
Understanding the relationships on a poster helps the
viewer know where to begin looking as know when
they are finished. This is another example of Gestalt
psychology.
Proximity

Which is easier to count, the circles (grouped)
or the squares (ungrouped)?
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keeps the design composition comfortable
and stable. It is made up of three types: symmetrical,
asymmetrical, and radial. Symmetrical balance
occurs when elements on the poster directly mirror
themselves. Asymmetrical balance does not mirror
itself, but has the same visual weight on each side
of the poster. Radial balance is where all elements
radiate from a central point in a circular fashion.
Balance

Symmetrical
Balance
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Asymmetrical
Balance

Radial
Balance

Rhythm & Unity
The key to this design principle is repetition. When
design elements are repeated, the poster takes on
a rhythm and becomes unified. This consistency
makes the poster easier to understand because once
the brain recognizes the rhythm, it can relax and
understand the design as a whole. Rhythm attracts
attention and prompts viewers to investigate the
design further.
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is the relationship
between ideas. We talked about physical relationships
between elements when we talked about the implied
grid. Now, I want to add to that discussion by
introducing conceptual relationships. The elements of
a poster can be unified by more than just alignment,
repetition, etc. They can be unified through an idea to
which they all relate. For example, a lock and key are
two items that relate and create one unified idea. This
employs a sense of meaning to the piece because the
brain pulls from previous knowledge to make sense of
the conceptual relationship.
Conceptual Relationship
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Review
Recall that the function of a poster is dual: First,
to arrest attention, and second, having caught the
eye of the passer-by, to deliver a message swiftly,
convincingly, and effectively, leading the viewer to a
desired thought or action. By effectively using the
design process, senses, elements, and principles we
have talked about, the functions of the poster will be
successful. First the message must be planned out
based on the audience and the goal of the poster.
Then the design needs to be neatly sketched, keeping
in mind the effective use of elements governed by
design principles. Add human-centered design senses
to the mix, produce the final product, and you’ve got
yourself an effective poster.

Design
Theory:
Design
Process
HumanCentered
Senses
Design
Elements
Design
Process
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